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Abstract—Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been used
in many applications such like handwriting recognition and
speech recognition. It is well-known that learning rate is a
crucial value in the training procedure for artificial neural
networks. It is shown that the initial value of learning rate can
confoundedly affect the final result and this value is always set
manually in practice. A new parameter called beta stabilizer has
been introduced to reduce the sensitivity of the initial learning
rate. But this method has only been proposed for deep neural
network (DNN) with sigmoid activation function. In this paper we
extended beta stabilizer to long short-term memory (LSTM) and
investigated the effects of beta stabilizer parameters on different
models, including LSTM and DNN with relu activation function.
It is concluded that beta stabilizer parameters can reduce the
sensitivity of learning rate with almost the same performance
on DNN with relu activation function and LSTM. However, it
is shown that the effects of beta stabilizer on DNN with relu
activation function and LSTM are fewer than the effects on DNN
with sigmoid activation function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hidden Markov model (HMM) [1] and Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) [2] have been used to solve handwriting
recognition and speech recognition problem for a long time
[3]. Due to the limitation of GMM, ANN especially DNN [4]
and recurrent neural network (RNN) [5] have been used to
combined with HMM and provides huge improvement on the
performance [6].
The state-of-art training method for ANN nowadays is mini-
batch based stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with momen-
tum [7]. For SGD algorithm, learning rate is a crucial and
sensitive value. The initial value of learning rate has huge
effects on the final performance and converge speed for ANN
training. However, this value is always an experience parame-
ter i.e. which is set manually. Another problem is that the best
initial value of learning rate can be varied with different tasks,
different neural network structures and different toolkits. How
to set the initial value of learning rate is a tricky part in the
training procedure of ANN.
Some researchers are using grid search on learning to
choose the best initial value [8]. Some provides self adjustment
techniques in pre-training to automatically select the initial
value [9]. There are also many training algorithms, which are
not such sensitive with learning rate, are produced to solve
this problem. These methods include AdaDelta [10], AdaGrad
[11] and natural gradient [12].
[13] provide a quite different solution. For every linear
transform parameter, a learnable scalar parameter is added.
This parameter can affect the update procedure in SGD with
learning rate together. By combining the original learning rate
and this parameter, the learning rate can be learnable. This can
reduce the sensitivity of initial learning rate and accelerate the
converge speed.
In [13], only DNN with sigmoid activation function has
been used. However, DNN with relu activation functions
converges quickly than DNN with sigmoid function, and has
been successfully applied to many applications [14] [15].
LSTM has been the state-of-art solution for speech recognition
and handwriting recognition [16] [17] [18] because it has the
ability to model sequential data. End-to-end models including
connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [19] [20] and
attention model [21] [22] also use LSTM widely. Therefore
it is significant to evaluate beta stabilizer on these new neural
network models. In this paper, we extend beta stabilizer
parameters to LSTM and evaluate the effects on different ANN
architectures including LSTM and DNN with relu activation
function.
Multiple speech recognition experiments have been done to
verify the results. Two data corpora are prepared, one is the
local 15 hours Chinese dataset, the other one is Switchboard
50 hours English dataset [23]. The neural network structure
contains DNN with sigmoid function, DNN with relu function
and deep LSTM. All the experiments using the same SGD
algorithm on a single CUDA based GPU.
The experimental results show that beta stabilizer parame-
ters achieve good results in DNN with sigmoid function. In
some cases the performance will be reduced in DNN with relu
function and LSTM. However, the sensitivity of initial learning
rate can always be reduced with beta stabilizer parameters
regardless of neural network architectures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives the detail of beta stabilizer for DNN. We show how
to extend beta stabilizer to LSTM in section III. Section IV
shows the setup and results of our experiments. Finally, the
conclusion can be found in section V and discussion can be
found in section VI.
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II. OVERVIEW OF BETA STABILIZER
A. SGD Background
SGD is a first order optimization algorithm. It is based on
a differentiable function decrease fastest along the negative
direction of its gradient. This algorithm is well used in
machine learning field to optimize a model with multiple
variables.
To use SGD in the training procedure of ANN, the parame-
ter θ should be updated to minimize the objective loss function
L. For every scale value θi in θ, the gradient
∆i =
∂L
∂θi
will be calculated. After all the gradients has been calculated,
the update procedure
θi = θi − η∆i
will be applied. Here, η is the learning rate.
B. Learning Rate Scheduling Method
In practice, the learning rate may be changed during the
training procedure. The process of the adjustment of learning
rate is called learning rate scheduling. There are several
methods for learning rate scheduling. Two widely used meth-
ods are early stopping [24] and learning rate halving [25].
Early stopping will terminate the training procedure when
performance on cross validation set consecutively becomes
worse in some iterations. Learning rate halving will reduce the
learning rate by half when the performance on cross validation
set becomes worse.
There are also some new techniques on learning rate
scheduling such like exponential scheduling [26], learning rate
monitor [27] and learning rate auto-adjustment method [28].
Due to the sensitivity of initial learning rate also relies on
the learning rate scheduling method. To control the experi-
mental variables, we use learning rate halving as our learning
rate scheduling method in all the experiments.
C. Beta Stabilizer for DNN
The beta stabilizer parameter is a scalar parameter for each
layer in DNN. For normal DNN hidden layers, the formula is
y = Wx + b
here x is the input vector and y is the output vector. W is the
linear transform parameter matrix and b is the bias parameter
vector.
With a scalar beta stabilizer parameter, the formula change
to
y = eβWx + b
where e is the base of natural logarithm and β is the stabilizer
parameter.
In the training procedure, the propagation phase can be done
by directly following the above formula. The back-propagation
phase need to calculated the gradient of objective function
respect to x, W, b and β.
The gradients respect to x and W have minor changes,
∂L
∂x
= eβWT
∂L
∂y
and
∂L
∂W
= eβ
∂L
∂y
xT .
The gradient respect to b remains unchanged,
∂L
∂b
=
∂L
∂y
.
The final problem is how to update the stabilizer parameter
β. By the chain rule,
∂L
∂β
=
∂L
∂y
∂y
∂β
= eβ
∂L
∂y
T
Wx.
Due to
∂L
∂x
T
= eβ
∂L
∂y
T
W,
we have
∂L
∂β
=
∂L
∂x
T
x
i.e. the inner product of ∂L∂x and x. The update rule is
β = β − η ∂L
∂x
T
x.
This means the value of β relies on the relation between layer
input and its gradient. It shows that β will be increased if
scaling x up can improve the performance and vice versa.
It is shown that β relies on the value and gradient of input
vector x. For DNN with multiple hidden layers, these values
will depend on the activation function. This is the reason why
we investigate the performance of beta stabilizer in DNN with
relu activation function.
At the beginning of training procedure, all β values are set
to 0 thus eβ = 1 where the initial model remains same with
the one without stabilizer parameter.
III. BETA STABILIZER FOR LSTM
LSTM is an architecture that uses memory cell to keep
information [29], and becomes the state-of-art solution for
speech recognition and handwriting recognition nowadays. It
can be implemented by the following formulas:
it = σ(Wxixt + Whiht−1 + Wcict−1 + bi)
ft = σ(Wxfxt + Whfht−1 + Wcfct−1 + bf )
ct = ft · ct−1 + it · tanh(Wxcxt + Whcht−1 + bc)
ot = σ(Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + Wcoct + bo)
ht = ot · tanh(ct)
here σ is sigmoid function.
In DNN, beta stabilizer is applied to the linear transform
matrix. But in one LSTM layer, there three gates and one
main affine operation. Three ways have been considered to
extend beta stabilizer to LSTM. Layer shared beta stabilizer,
gate shared beta stabilizer and independent beta stabilizer.
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF LOCAL CHINESE DATASET WITH SIGMOID DNN.
Init LR With stabilizer CE on CV Frame ACC on CV WER
0.8 False 2.842 40.6% 31.14%
0.1 False 3.394 33.7% 45.98%
0.8 True 2.835 42.4% 29.49%
0.1 True 2.830 41.9% 30.54%
0.01 True 2.772 41.6% 30.80%
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF LOCAL CHINESE DATASET WITH RELU DNN.
Init LR With stabilizer CE on CV Frame ACC on CV WER
0.8 False 3.149 40.0% 32.68%
0.1 False 2.796 43.4% 28.97%
0.0125 False 2.622 43.4% 29.19%
0.0016 False 3.022 38.0% 39.43%
0.1 True 2.962 42.1% 30.74%
0.0125 True 2.802 41.7% 29.87%
0.0016 True 2.907 39.9% 32.53%
Layer shared beta stabilizer means a single eβ will be added
for all the linear transform operation in one LSTM layer. Gate
shared beta stabilizer means every individual gate in LSTM
will have a beta stabilizer. Because we believe that beta stabi-
lizer is a kind of normalization of linear transform matrix. We
have calculated the l2-norm of every linear transform matrix
of a trained LSTM model. It is found that the l2-norm of
matrices of cell values (i.e. Wci,Wcf ,Wco) is one magnitude
less than other matrices. The l2-norm of matrices of input
vector (i.e. Wxi,Wxf ,Wxc,Wxo) in the first LSTM layer
is half of the l2-norm of matrices of hidden activations (i.e.
Whi,Whf ,Whc,Who). This shows shared beta stabilizer
may be not suitable for LSTM.
Therefore, independent beta stabilizer has been selected
as our solution. For every linear transform operation, a beta
stabilizer has been added. We believed that independent beta
stabilizer can adjust the scale of every matrix separately and
appropriately. The changed formulas are shown below:
it = σ(e
βxiWxixt + e
βhiWhiht−1 + eβciWcict−1 + bi)
ft = σ(e
βxfWxfxt + e
βhfWhfht−1 + eβcfWcfct−1 + bf )
ct = ft · ct−1 + it· tanh(eβxcWxcxt + eβhcWhcht−1 + bc)
ot = σ(e
βxoWxoxt + e
βhoWhoht−1 + eβcoWcoct + bo)
ht = ot · tanh(ct)
The back-propagation and update rule can be derived by using
the similar methods in section II.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
Two speech recognition corpora are used in our experi-
ments. The first one is local 15 hours Chinese dataset. The
second corpus is Switchboard 50 hours English dataset.
For every dataset, three network structures are prepared.
These including DNN with sigmoid function, DNN with relu
function and LSTM.
TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF LOCAL CHINESE DATASET WITH LSTM.
Init LR With stabilizer CE on CV Frame ACC on CV WER
0.1 False 2.099 51.3% 26.04%
0.04 False 2.057 51.4% 26.25%
0.005 False 2.113 50.2% 26.88%
0.0006 False 3.236 36.6% 47.01%
0.1 True 2.133 50.0% 25.86%
0.04 True 2.171 49.8% 26.68%
0.005 True 2.228 49.7% 27.04%
0.0006 True 2.366 47.0% 29.35%
TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF SWITCHBOARD ENGLISH DATASET WITH SIGMOID
DNN.
Init LR With stabilizer CE on CV Frame ACC on CV WER
0.8 False 1.991 50.6% 21.3%
0.1 False 2.270 44.8% 27.1%
0.8 True 2.235 48.6% 21.4%
0.1 True 2.197 48.1% 22.4%
0.01 True 2.133 48.1% 23.5%
TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF SWITCHBOARD ENGLISH DATASET WITH RELU DNN.
Init LR With stabilizer CE on CV Frame ACC on CV WER
0.8 False 2.378 46.9% 23.4%
0.1 False 2.371 47.3% 22.4%
0.0125 False 2.099 48.5% 23.3%
0.0016 False 2.267 45.4% 27.0%
0.1 True 2.263 48.0% 22.4%
0.0125 True 2.164 47.7% 23.2%
0.0016 True 2.245 45.8% 26.2%
TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF SWITCHBOARD ENGLISH DATASET WITH LSTM.
Init LR With stabilizer CE on CV Frame ACC on CV WER
0.1 False 1.582 59.2% 20.5%
0.04 False 1.561 59.2% 20.5%
0.005 False 1.616 57.8% 21.7%
0.0006 False 1.807 54.0% 25.7%
0.1 True 1.649 57.8% 21.2%
0.04 True 1.628 58.3% 20.8%
0.005 True 1.665 57.3% 22.2%
0.0006 True 1.774 55.1% 23.2%
For the experiments with the same corpus and structures,
only the initial learning rate may be varied, all the other
parameters are the same. Learning rate halving has been used
as the learning rate scheduling method. All the experiments
are done on a single CUDA based GPU card.
B. Experimental Results for Local Chinese Dataset
The local Chinese dataset contains 15 hours data for the
training set. For this dataset, we use the DNN model with 6
hidden layers contains 1024 nodes and LSTM model with 3
hidden layers contains 600 nodes.
Table I shows the results on the DNN with sigmoid activa-
tion function. It is clear that without beta stabilizer, changing
the initial learning rate from 0.8 to 0.1 has huge impact on the
(a) Sigmoid DNN (b) Relu DNN
(c) LSTM
Fig. 1. Experimental results of different ANN architectures. Chn stands for local Chinese dataset and Swbd stands for Switchboard English dataset in the
legends.
final performance. While the initial learning rate has almost
no effect on the performance with beta stabilizer.
Table II concludes the performance on the DNN with relu
activation function. It shows that beta stabilizer did not work
as well as in sigmoid DNN. The best WER with beta stabilizer
becomes a little worse than without it. However, is also claims
that the results with beta stabilizer are less sensitive than
without it.
Table III is the performance on LSTM. The results are
almost the same when the initial learning rate is suitable. But
when the initial value becomes relative small, the network with
beta stabilizer can achieve better performance.
C. Experimental Results for Switchboard English Dataset
For Switchboard 50 hours dataset, we use DNN with 6
hidden layers contains 2048 nodes and LSTM with 3 hidden
layers contais 1024 nodes.
Table IV, V and VI shows the results of sigmoid DNN, relu
DNN and LSTM respectively. The performance of sigmoid
DNN has been improved. But compared with the results of
local Chinese dataset, the performance of relu DNN becomes
better while the performance of LSTM be slightly worse.
However, it can be concluded that the networks with beta
stabilizer is less sensitive than the networks without it from
these tables.
V. CONCLUSION
From the above results, we conclude that beta stabilizer
parameters can reduce the sensitivity of results respect to
initial learning rate in both DNN and LSTM. Figure 1 clear
shows the results. From figure 1a, it is clear that beta stabi-
lizer parameters achieve the best performance on DNN with
sigmoid function. From figure 1b and 1c, DNN with relu
function and LSTM are less sensitive about the initial learning
rate than DNN with sigmoid function. However, when the
initial learning rate becomes relative small, i.e. 0.0016 for relu
DNN and 0.0006 for LSTM, the networks with beta stabilizer
parameters still give acceptable results. Even with extremely
small initial value (0.0001) of learning rate, LSTM with beta
stabilizer still can give reasonable results while LSTM without
it cannot converge at all.
It is observed that the effects of beta stabilizer on DNN
with relu function and LSTM are fewer than the effects on
DNN with sigmoid function. The performance may be worse
with suitable initial learning rate when beta stabilizer has been
used for DNN with relu function and LSTM. However, beta
stabilizer performs well when the initial value is relative small.
We concluded that beta stabilizer could reduce the sensitivity
of initial learning rate with multiple ANN architectures.
VI. DISCUSSION
In some complicated network such like convolution-LSTM-
deep neural network (CLDNN) [30] [31] and multi-task net-
work [32], different parts of the network can have different
beta stabilizers. [13] also mentioned that beta stabilizer can
be used not only for SGD but also other training algorithm
such like AdaGrad and AdaDelta.
Therefore our ongoing and future works include 1) observe
the results of beta stabilizer parameters on large scale data, 2)
try beta stabilizer parameters with other training algorithms,
3) add beta stabilizer parameters to complicated networks.
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